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A HYBRID CONNECTIONIST/AI ARCHITECTURE FOR
REFLEXIVE, REFLECTIVE, AND EXPLORATORY SYSTEMS
Abstract
Implementing autonomous systems capable of operation in both f a m i l i a r and
unfamiliar environments is a goal being hotly pursued in many communities,
both m i l i t a r y and commercial. This presentation discusses an autonomous
system philosophy and architecture which combines both trainable and non-
trainable a r t i f i c i a l neural network elements for both mapping and dynamic
system simulation, with rule-based decision-directed structures. The archi-
tecture presented should manifest interesting behavior characteristics,
including the a b i l i t y to handle an unbounded dimensional environment, the
a b i l i t y to provide rapid reflex response as well to enable reflecting and
planning actions, and the a b i l i t y to execute generic exploratory behaviors
designed to enhance knowledge of the environment when it is ambiguous. A
methodology for embedding both discrete rules and apprentice learning in the
system is used to i n i t i a l i z e the autonomous system. It is hoped that this
presentation w i l l help air some of the issues faced by neural network
designers attempting to merge connect ionist and rule-based technologies.
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